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Below Are Our Policy and Product Warnings/Disclaimers. Please Read Before 

Proceeding:  

 All CXRACING products and products are for Off Road Racing or Track Racing

Use Only, NOT for Street use.

 CXRacing does NOT recommend or support any Road/Street Usage of these

products, nor liable for any issues that may result from such usage of these

products on Road/Street conditions.

 Any modifications to your vehicle are AT YOUR OWN RISK.

 You should also contact your car's manufacturer to determine what effects

modifications may have on your safety and vehicle warranty for installing these

aftermarket products.

 In all circumstances, CXRacing's maximum liability is limited to the purchase

price of the products sold. CXRacing shall NOT, UNDER ANY

CIRCUMSTANCES, be liable upon a claim or action in contract, tort, indemnity

or contribution, or other claims relating to the products it sells which exceeds this

liability limit. CXRacing shall NOT be liable for third party claims for damages

against the customer, or for malfunction, delays, interruption of services, loss of

business, loss or damage to exemplary damages, whether or not CXRacing is

apprised of the possibility of such claims of damage.

You agree to the policy and terms stated on this guide by buying/installing our 

products. Please Do NOT install if you disagree with our policy and terms. 

Product Warranties 

 90 days Anti-Leak Warranty on Intercoolers & Radiators. Proof of professional

installation is required for such Warranty.

 Turbochargers, Wastegates, BOV’s, Manifolds, Donwpipes, Catback Exhausts

DO NOT have warranty.

 Turbo kits & Engine Swap kits do not have Warranty.

Use of This Document 

 All materials in this document are copyrighted and any unauthorized use may

violate copyright, trademark, and other laws. CXRacing hereby authorizes you to

reproduce this document solely for your personal, non-commercial use. You may

not modify the materials in any way or reproduce or publicly display, perform, or

distribute or otherwise use them for any public or commercial purpose, unless

authorized in a written consent by CXRacing.

Trademarks & Logo 

 All trademarks and logos used in this guide are properties of their respective

companies; they are used for demonstration of reproduction capabilities only.

We resume no responsibility for determining trademark/logo ownership.

STOP! 
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CXRacing 97-03 Ford F150 4.6 L & 5.4L Triton V8 Turbo Kit Installation Guide 

(NA-T) (4x4 & 2WD Models) 

 

CXRacing’s 97-03 F150 Turbo kit is designed for a turbocharger conversion from an NA 

(Naturally Aspirated) motor. The kit is designed with simple installation procedures and 

minimal modifications required. This guide is intended for Professional Shops or 

individuals that have experience with turbocharger projects and are familiar with all the 

necessary procedures in an NA to turbo conversion. If you have no previous experience 

with turbocharger projects, we DO NOT recommend you install it yourself. Please make 

sure you fully understand the application before you proceed. 

 

You will need the following items during or post installation: 

 Fuel System (Fuel Injectors, Fuel Pump & Fuel Pressure Regulator) 

 ECM Reflash, Interceptor, Standalone ECU or Piggyback ECU 

 Miscellaneous bolts during install since we do not provide all bolts required for 

mounting intercooler and/or brackets. 

Note: The fuel system and ECU/Reflash are not required to run the vehicle. Keep in mind 

that not doing so will dramatically increase chances for engine failure and/or system 

instability. 

For ease of installation it is required that you remove the front bumper, front wheels and 

front inner fender well covers as demonstrated below. 
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Once the above mentioned items have been removed you should now have much easier 

access to the factory headers. Proceed with the removal of both headers through the fender 

wells as shown below. 
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After removing the factory headers proceed with the installation of the provided turbo 

headers. Accessibility for installation is best through fender wells as demonstrated. 
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Next drill and tap a ½” port in the marked location as shown below. Remove and clean 

oil pan of metal debris. Reinstall pan when done. 
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Proceed with installing the provided ½” to AN10 fitting as shown above. Use your 

preferred sealing method for the fitting. 

Next install the turbocharger elbow to the passenger side header using the provided v-

band clamp. Position in the same direction as demonstrated below. Once done proceed 

with mounting the turbo and wastegate as shown below. CXRACING 
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Turbo compressor housing may need to be rotated to point in the correct direction. 

Continue with the installation of the turbo feed and drain flange. Position the provided 45° 

drain flange with the angled side pointing towards the exhaust housing as shown below. 

Note: Remember that the drain is always positioned below while the feed sits atop.   CXRACING 
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Move towards the bottom of the vehicle and connect the provided crossover pipe to the 

turbo headers using the provided v-band clamps as shown above and below. 
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Proceed with connecting the turbo downpipe to the turbo as shown above using the 

provided v-band clamp. Follow up with the installation of the turbo mid-pipe. Connect the 

downpipe and mid-pipe using the provided v-band clamp. Installation of the mid-pipe is 

easiest if done through the fender well as demonstrated below. 
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Continue with the last piece of the downpipes. Connect the downpipe with the provided 

v-band clamp to the mid-pipe as shown below.  
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Connect the first piece of the dump tube to the wastegate using the v-band clamp provided 

with the wastegate as shown above. Continue with the second piece and connect it using 

the provided v-band clamp as shown below. 
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Use the provided AN4 oil feed line and connect the straight side of the line to the factory 

oil filter sandwich plate as shown above. Route the line to the top and connect the 90° side 

to the feed flange atop the turbo as demonstrated below. 
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For this step you must cut the provided AN10 oil drain line to the appropriate length and 

then attach the 90° AN10 fittings to the line as demonstrated below. 
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Install the turbo support bracket by attaching the triangular piece to the underneath side of 

the compressor housing. Lastly attach the smaller bracket to the mounting point above the 

pulley. (Stud for bracket is visible above one of the pulleys in the previous page) 
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Bolt the lower intercooler support bracket to the chassis as demonstrated above (bolts not 

included). Continue by mounting and bolting down the intercooler from underneath the 

vehicle with inlet and outlet facing the cabin as shown below. 
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Next install the upper intercooler support bracket as shown above. Moving towards the 

intercooler piping, begin from underneath the vehicle by attaching the 2.5” hotside and 3” 

coldside to the intercooler as shown below. 
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Moving to the last two pieces of the intercooler piping, proceed with installing the 2.5” 

hotside as demonstrated above followed by the 3” coldside. Look at the image above for 

reference. The image below shows the order of which the pipes should be in. 
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Proceed with installing the radiator fan shroud and fans included with the kit as shown 

above (you must find your own power source for the fans). Follow up by installing the 

upper radiator piping and hose kit as shown below.  
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You can now install the 4” turbocharger intake kit provided with the kit as demonstrated 

above. Once installed connect your MAF sensor and attach the provided MAF adapter to 

install the air filter included with the kit as shown below. 

Note: We recommend that the MAF sensor be used temporarily and switched out to a MAP 

sensor to avoid system instability or issues. CXRACING 
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 Proceed with installing the provided 50MM BOV and connect the vacuum lines with the 

included T fitting as pictured above. Continue by connecting the included hose from the 

nipple on the intake hose to the port for the Idle Air Control Valve as shown below.  
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For the last step hook up the wastegate vacuum line to the fitting on the compressor side 

of the turbo as shown above. 

Post Installation 

Now that the kit is installed there are a few more steps to take prior to running the engine. 

 Verify that you have installed the provided oil feed restrictor prior to priming. 

 Make sure to prime the turbo prior to running the engine. If you are not familiar 

with turbo priming consult a shop or check online for reference. This step is critical 

since not doing so or doing it incorrectly will cause certain turbo bearing failure. If 

you have prior experience, make sure you disconnect the drain line and crank the 

engine for 40-60 seconds to allow full lubrication and to verify proper oil flow. 

Once done allow the vehicle to idle for a full 15-20 minutes. 

 Make all necessary upgrades for best system stability. 
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